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About This Game

Quests Unlimited is a fusion of an idle game and traditional RPG. Gone are the days of grinding dungeons yourself over and
over again in an effort of progressing your characters. All the grinding is done for you. You can watch the epic struggle between
your party and a giant ogre, or you can tab out of the game and read your emails. Tab back into the game when you've had your
fill of surfing the web and utilize all the gold your party has acquired to upgrade their gear and deliver even more devastation!

Key features:

 Smart camera following system. The camera will dynamically follow your party to always give you the best view of the
action.

 Level progression system. Your party gains experience as they defeat monsters and complete quests allowing them to
level up.

 Equipment upgrade system. A member of your party straggling behind? Spend some gold to upgrade their equipment so
they can more efficiently destroy your enemies.

 Save/load system with auto-save option.

 NO MICRO TRANSACTIONS!

 Make constant progress in a grind heavy RPG style game without wasting your life!
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To be very clear, Quests Unlimited is a game that you don't have to actively play. There's no mechanics requiring twitch reflexes
or any sort of competitive pvp or the like. This is a game for people who enjoy older style rpg's but don't have the time to invest
into the progression systems of those style of games. The goal is to give the player the satisfying feeling of progression without

having to invest their entire life in a game. This kind of game is not for everyone so please be aware of what this product is
trying to be and not expect it to be something else.

This game can and will play completely by itself, but that doesn't mean it always should! Take advantage of the lower cool-
downs of player initiated skills. Drink potions to keep your party members in the fight. Upgrade strategically to aid your

chances in encounters. There are ways to be active in the game to make progression faster and more lucrative, so by all means
keep the game active and enjoy yourself. Just know that the game will continue playing and everything will be fine even if

you're called away from your computer unexpectedly.
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It's like a 3D version of Progress Quest in some ways, though there is no offline progression. That's fine with me, since I run the
game while I'm doing other things around the house and check in from time to time. It looks like the game hasn't been updated
in some time, which is sad, but for the price, I feel good about my purchase. I wish there were more games like this for those of
us that can't spend time playing games because of a busy lifestyle, and like me, who has DJD in my thumbs and am physically
unable to use a mouse or gamepad for any length of time. The game is not for everyone, but I love it and looking forward to
today's update!!! There's so much potential for people like me!!
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